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ASHLEY MONROE
The Blade


On To Something Good / I Buried
Your Love Alive / Bombshell /
Weight Of The Load / The Blade
/ Winning Streak / From Time
To Time / If Love Was Fair / Has
Anybody Ever Told You / Dixie
/ If The Devil Don’t Want Me /
Mayflowers / I’m Good At Leavin’
Producer: Vince Gill, Justin
Niebank
Warner Bros. Nashville
46:41
Like A Rose stands as
arguably one of the most
underrated albums of recent
years, a stunning collection of
traditional country seeped in
the contemporary by a beautiful
vocalist. Ashley Monroe has
garnered more attention of late
for her friendship with country’s
recent divorcees Blake Shelton
and Miranda Lambert; The Blade
is sure to bring her music back
to the forefront where it deserves
to be.
Monroe ditches the cynicism
with her lead single Off To
Something Good, having got a
reputation for songs steeped in
an element of pessimism, this
album opener is a welcome
change; jovial and overtly
optimistic. That being said, The
Blade is very much a break up
album and it is heartbreak that
follows in the southern gothic
inspired I Buried Your Love
Alive. The stellar track follows
the protagonist who has lost the
love of her life and is struggling

to bury the memory. It has an
eerie atmospheric vibe to it and
is a fine example of Monroe’s
songwriting skills.
With the title track Monroe
beautifully sums up the result
of a tragic breakup with one
powerful and encompassing
metaphor for the end of a
relationship, “you caught it by
the handle baby, and I caught
it by the blade.” This one line
creates the powerful image in the
listeners’ mind of the effect of a
break up, a beautifully haunting
break up anthem.
The honky-tonk ready Winning
Streak is a fun up-tempo number
about being stuck in a losing
game. While the breezy If Love
Was Fair is a nice, gentle love
song with a twist because “love
ain’t fair.” Both tracks are great
examples of how Monroe is able
to disguise a somewhat unhappy
or negative theme with an upbeat
façade.
The stellar Has Anybody Ever
Told stands out as a powerhouse
of emotion; a love song with
some beautifully crafted lyrics.
Vocally, this is Ashley Monroe’s
defining moment on the record;
it’s a true highlight not just of
the album but also of Monroe’s
already impressive catalogue.
The Southern soaked Dixie
finds Monroe making an
incredibly bold statement for a
mainstream country artist: the
idea of wanting to escape the
south, being beaten down by
circumstance and wanting to be
free of Dixieland. “It was mines
that killed my Daddy/It was the
law that killed my man/It was the
Bible belt that whipped me/When
I broke the Fifth Command…If I
had it my way/I’d never see this
place again.”
I’m Good At Leavin’ is cowritten with Monroe’s Pistol
Annies’ band mate Miranda
Lambert. It’s a great number
about a woman unable to stay
interested in a relationship long
enough to stick around. Another
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album highlight showing that this
quietly confident singer is a force
to be reckoned with.
With The Blade Ashley
Monroe has managed to craft
a sensational, moving, and in
some aspects bold album. She’s
writing and recording music that
she believes in and that shines
through on this record. It is an
impeccable follow up to Like A
Rose and a strong contender for
album of the year.
Stephen O’Hanlon

JOHN ANDERSON
Goldmine


Freedom Isn’t Free / Magic
Mama / Back Home / Goldmine
/ Happily Ever After / I Work A
Lot Better / I Will Cross O’er The
River / Louisiana Son Of A Beast
/ Holdin’ On / Song The Mountain
Sings / On And On And On... /
Don’t Forget To Thank The Lord /
You All Are Beautiful
Producer: John Anderson
Bayou Boys
47:52
There’s nothing like a ghost story
with a warm hearted message
about the afterlife to trigger the
tear ducts in a good way - and
John Anderson delivers an
absolute hanky-drencher in Back
Home. Set on the night shift of
a hospital ward where a young
marine turns up to collect his dying
mother, the gentle ballad stands
with the best work of Red Sovine
in its ability to punch you in the
heart.
As I say, the tears the song

jerks are of the warm variety, and
that fits perfectly with the rest of
Anderson’s new album where the
over arching theme is gratitude.
The theme is there, front and
centre, in the title track, which
compares a happy marriage to a
Goldmine. The song is a kind of
belated sequel to Anderson’s big
hit from the 90s, Money In The
Bank (or “Bay-yay-yay-yank,” as
he sang it in his inimitable way) but
the new song is less of a novelty
and has a sweetly mellow, lived-in
feel while being just as up beat
and melodic.
It’s there, too, in Don’t Forget
To Thank The Lord, a pleasingly
paced reminder to appreciate the
often unnoticed contribution to our
lives by mothers, teachers, firefighters, soldiers and, of course,
the Man Upstairs.
Other songs, such as I Work
A Lot Better (“When you turn me
on”) simply exude good cheer.
There’s no misery on this disc.
Anderson co-wrote all but one
of the songs with such high calibre
collaborators as Josh Turner, John
Rich and Buddy Cannon, and
the one outside contribution was
penned by Merle Haggard, so
there’s no drop in quality there.
The low budget production
shows a little compared to most
mainstream releases and reminds
us that, now on his own label,
Anderson is working on a different
plane to the one he occupied in his
chart-topping days.
His unique note-bending
delivery sounds slightly creaky in
places. But the age in his voice
and the down home arrangements
sit well with the simple and sincere
sentiments of the songs.
Anderson sounds content,
and nowhere is that more explicit
than in the final song, You All
Are Beautiful, in which he gives
heartfelt thanks to the fans who
have turned out to see him all
these years:
“I’ve seen you waiting in
the pouring rain, I’ve seen you
dancing in the hot, hot sun. You

all are beautiful, I just wanted you
to know.”
What a great show closer that
song must be, and if anyone left
without a happy tear in their eye
they wouldn’t have any tear ducts.
Douglas McPherson

TIM McGRAW
35 Biggest Hits
1/2

CD 1: Indian Outlaw / Don’t Take
The Girl / Down On The Farm
/ Not A Moment Too Soon / I
Like It, I Love It / Can’t Be Really

rge to
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Gone / She Never Lets It Go To
Her Heart / It’s Your Love (feat
Faith Hill) / Everywhere / Just To
See You Smile / One Of These
Days / Where The Green Grass
Grows / For A Little While / Please
Remember Me / Something Like
That / My Best Friend / My Next
Thirty Years / Grown Men Don’t Cry
/ Angry All The Time
CD 2: Cowboy In Me / Red Ragtop
/ She’s My Kind Of Rain / Real
Good Man / Watch The Wind Blow
By / Live Like You Were Dying /
Back When / My Old Friend / When
The Stars Go Blue / My Little Girl
/ Last Dollar (Fly Away) / If You’re
Reading This / Let It Go / Southern
Voice / Felt Good On My Lips /
Better Than I Used To Be / Just
When I Needed You Most (Live)
Producer: various
Curb
2:22:29
I was accused recently of being
a secret Tim McGraw fan.

Actually, I think I’ve been out of
the closet since I saw him live
in Nashville six or seven years
ago. Prior to that I wasn’t really
paying that much attention, I
quite liked a few singles, and
positively hated some others.
However, since then I have been
paying a lot more attention and
this double CD reinforces just
how many truly great records
McGraw has made in the past in
the past twenty years.
This is a last ditch attempt
by Curb Records, from whom
McGraw acrimoniously split,
to wring any last sales out of
their extensive catalogue, and
personally I much prefer the
material from the Curb years
to McGraw’s more recent
recordings.
It’s nice that they have
included the tracks in
chronological hit order, but I
did wonder why the #5 Refried
Dreams is not included while

the #6 My Old Friend is. Are
these truly his 35 Biggest Hits?
There are some other omissions
as far as I’m concerned but
they’ve pretty much got it spot
on with this collection of original
recordings.
Apart from a couple of times
live, I hadn’t listened to Indian
Outlaw since it put McGraw
on the map. I won’t be rushing
back to it either, but it is a good
example of commercial pop/
country at its finest. Don’t Take
The Girl was McGraw’s first
chart-topper and it still stands
up well as a song. Personal
favourites Everywhere, Please
Remember Me, My Next Thirty
Years, Angry All The Time, and
Live Like You Were Dying are
all flawless examples of modern
country and every bit as good as
anything cut by George Strait in
my opinion. Even It’s Your Love
with Faith Hill is better than I
remember it, and the up-tempo
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sing-a-long of Back When is a
consummate slice of country at
its most commercial.
The most striking thing
listening to these songs,
especially those on the first disc,
is how much more restrained
the production is compared to
today’s sound. Compared to
most of that these sound like
hard-core country records.
This collection might just
remind you that Tim McGraw
was practically the soundtrack of
the noughties and is well worth
adding to your collection if you
are ready to come out of the
closet with me.
Duncan Warwick

PATTY GRIFFIN
Servant Of Love


Servant Of Love / Gunpowder
/ Good And Gone / Hurt A Little
While / 250,000 Miles / Made Of
The Sun / Everything’s Changed
/ Rider Of Days / There Isn’t One
Way / Noble Ground / Snake
Charmer / You Never Asked Me /
Shine A Different Way
Producer: Craig Ross
Thirty Tigers
52:00
Servant Of Love is very different
to previous Patty Griffin albums.
She usually writes in a precise
way, marshalling her words in
carefully constructed forms; but
on this latest album she has
embraced a far freer form of
expression in the lyrics, melody
and modal structure of much
of the harmony. The album has
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a fragile beauty and is full of
heartfelt emotion, which is mostly
couched in metaphor and allegory
where the subject matter and
inspiration are not usually clear.
On the opening, title track,
Griffin sings with intense
melancholy about longing to
live near the ocean with an
atmospheric arrangement that
includes a Miles Davis-like
muted trumpet and sparse piano.
Gunpowder is contrastingly
intensely rhythmic with plunger
mute trumpet soloing over the
top with a ‘wah-wah’ sound that
is reminiscent of early Duke
Ellington Orchestra, whereas
lyrically it lies between obsession
and confusion. Good And Gone
has percussion under the layered
acoustic guitars that sounds a
little like a Gamelan orchestra and
the mood has moved on to anger.
Hurt A Little While has a bluesy
feel with a lyric that mixes hope in
with the intense feelings.
These first four songs appear
to work together to express the
emotional state that one goes
through in a break-up: grief,
confusion, anger and acceptance
with each part being given a very
different musical character.
The rest of the album switches
around in style and mood like they
are echoing the strong emotions
stirred up by the first four tracks.
250,000 Miles has a folk song
feel to the music and lyrics. The
significance of that distance is
a rounding-up of the distance
to the moon (the distance is
approximately 238,900 miles, but
that doesn’t scan as well). This
links on to the next song Made Of
The Sun, which mentions in the
lyric that everything is changing
and this links to the next song,
the dream-like atmosphere of
Everything’s Changed.
Rider Of Days has lots of
travelling imagery and is one
of the more conventionally
structured songs on the album,
which is probably why it is the one
getting radio play. There Isn’t One
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Way has a repeated lyric over
a guitar ostinato, Noble Ground
has a late-night jazz feel and
Snake Charmer is a stomping
up-tempo song that appears to be
articulating attraction or lust.
The album ends with two songs
that are completely different to the
rest of the album. The fractured
imagery, discordant harmonies
and restless switching of styles
are gone and replaced by more
conventional harmony and
pretty arrangements. You Never
Asked Me is a lost love song and
Shine A Different Way is a song
about moving on with hope and
acceptance. It is a harmonious
ending that is needed after the
emotional turbulence.
This album won’t be to
everyone’s taste and takes a lot
of engagement from the listener,
but I think it is an ambitious and
beautiful piece of work. It is a
form of expressionism with the
emotions coming through the
musical form and delivery of
the lyrics, rather than the actual
meaning of the words. It is a hard
concept to stretch over a whole
album and not every track is
completely successful, but it is an
impressive attempt.
Michael Hingston

LUKE BRYAN
Kill the Lights


Kick The Dust Up / Kill The
Lights / Strip It Down / Home
Alone Tonight / Razor Blade /
Fast /Move / Just Over / Love It
Gone / Way Way Back / To The
Moon And Back / Huntin’fishin’

And Lovin’ Every Day /
Scarecrows
Producer: Jeff Stevens, Jody
Stevens
Capitol Nashville
44:38
Luke Bryan has successfully
made bro-country a platinum
selling business model, one of
the pioneers of this current trend,
Bryan shows no signs of slowing
down. The star has become
known for his big and boisterous
country party anthems; Kill The
Lights therefore kicks off with this
tried and tested style.
Kick The Dust Up is a southern
party track not dissimilar to his
2013 smash That’s My Kind
of Night. We’ve come to know
what to expect of Bryan and
this lead single does nothing to
challenge that viewpoint. It’s fun,
upbeat but ultimately empty and
gets by on just being another
typical Luke Bryan single, there’s
nothing fresh or original here.
The title track has a definite
80s vibe to it with it’s discocountry sound, again it’s fun but
isn’t anything new, we could so
far be listening to any of Bryan’s
previous albums. He does
however slow it down for the
tender Strip it Down. The sensual
love song is a nice change
and shows a distinct change in
Bryan’s sound, whilst appealing
to his primary audience, females.
On Home Alone Tonight Bryan
calls upon the vocal talents of
Little Big Towns’ Karen Fairchild.
It’s an incredibly disappointing
number about drowning your
breakup sorrows; it’s lackluster
and the chemistry between the
two is virtually non-existent.
Fast is an interesting,
nostalgia-ridden number about
looking back how fast life flashes
by. It’s an incredibly effective
and moving number that’s highly
relatable and enjoyable.
However, it’s when you get to
To the Moon And Back that you
really get to hear what should

be an upcoming radio hit. This
is actually the first really country
number on the album and Bryan
sounds impeccable with this style
of song. It’s a contemplative and
touching love song, an album
highlight.
Kill The Lights is a smash hit
album in the making, that’s for
sure; not because it’s necessarily
deserving but because Luke
Bryan has a tried and tested
formula and isn’t ready to shake
that up just yet. There are hints
of a maturing sound on different
tracks but ultimately this is like
every other Bryan release.
Some tracks stand out as strong
and fresh, showcasing a different
sound or style from the star,
but ultimately what is found
here is relatively empty and/or
uninspiring.
Stephen O’Hanlon

MICHAEL RAY
Michael Ray
1/2

Kiss You In The Morning /
Another Girl / Look Like This /
Real Men Love Jesus / Livin’
It Up / Run Away With You /
Think A Little Less / Wish I Was
Here / This Love / Drivin’ All
Night / Everything In Between /
Somewhere South
Producer: Scott Hendricks
Atlantic Nashville
37:22
Michael Ray’s self-titled debut
album comes three years after
winning American reality show,
The Next: Fame Is At Your
Doorstep. Mentored by John

Rich of Big & Rich fame, this
Florida-born singer gained many
fans from the show and even
co-wrote one of the tracks on this
album with John Rich (Run Away
With You). The album draws on
popular country music and current
bro-country themes of drinking
and women; however, it manages
to do this with more feeling than
artists of a similar ilk.
American ‘star search’ reality
show formats tend to have better
success in creating long-lasting,
charting artists than their UK
counterparts; even within our
own genre, Carrie Underwood
found major success off the
back of American Idol. If this is
anything to go by, and based on
the strength of this album, it looks
likely that Michael Ray will go on
to have great success.
It is a usual pattern for albums
to have four or five catchy tracks
at the start with a slight dip in the
latter part of the album. Michael
Ray, however, seems to have
reversed this regular pattern
by populating the second half
of his album with some great
tracks and, if anything, picking up
momentum as the album goes on.
There is certainly no regular lull in
the track order and, ultimately, the
album culminates in what I would
consider to be the strongest song,
Somewhere South.
Ray’s first single off the album
and the first track, Kiss You In
The Morning has already had
chart success in the States and
is a great choice for a first single
with its lively, up-tempo melody.
Real Men Love Jesus is a slower
song with more poignant lyrics;
its nod to Johnny Cash’s Sunday
Morning Coming Down gives the
song extra credit in my books.
This Love has a different vibe in
its instrumental and an originality
to its lyrics that makes the story
come to life more than others
of a similar nature. It finds the
ability to be fun and meaningful
at the same time. The album’s
final song, Somewhere South, is

an ode to Ray’s Southern roots
and, lyrically, it is beautiful. Sung
in Ray’s southern drawl, there is
something about this song that
makes you nostalgic for the life he
describes, irrespective of whether
or not it is a life you have first
hand experience of.
Ray has a beautiful tone to his
voice; this, along with his catchy
melodies and some meaningful
lyrics, makes for a good debut
album and I see further success
on the cards for him. It is with this
combination that I can see him
giving any current male country
artist a run for his money.
Danielle Smith

SMITH & WESLEY
Choices & Chances


Thirty Pieces / Whiskey / Bottle’s
Half Full / Need Somebody Bad
/ Roll On Smoothly / Save Me /
Prove My Love / You’re The One
/ I Love Loving You/ Sweet Life /
Country Dreams
Producer: Shayne Hill
Garage Door Records
40:01
This is an impressive debut
album; produced well with a
visually strong gatefold sleeve
and all the factual information you
might require about an act new to
your collection.
According to those sleeve
notes this album is meant to be
a listening experience from start
to finish; the first songs are about
decisions made and the resultant
repercussions and gradually we
get to songs about better moods,

courtship, love and reflection
“thus proving there is a chance
of a better tomorrow out there”.
Which, call me a Philistine if you
like, I didn’t get at all; I just heard
a collection decent country songs
which exhibit touches of the likes
of BR 549, Brooks & Dunn and
Kentucky Headhunters. Indeed
Danny Shirley from Confederate
Railroad adds some guest husky
spoken vocals to the final track
Country Dreams and I found the
overall result extremely enjoyable
without needing to get into the
‘message’.
Smith & Wesley are fronted by
brothers Scott and Todd Smith
(the Wesley is an homage to
their late father who encouraged
their musical ambitions), they are
based out of Chattanooga and
have been playing in local bands
together since around 2009.
There is a modern day
commerciality about their sound
without going too far into the Bro
Country rock thing - although if
anyone should be allowed to do
Bro Country two actual brothers
ought to qualify. The opener is
a solid country rock tune based
around a story of betrayal and
leads into a lyrically clever
composition Whiskey where I
found the use of classic country
titles impressive and the same
technique is repeated in Country
Dreams - clever or maybe too
much of the same clever? Bottle’s
Half Full is a cracking good track
which I have already played on
my radio show and no doubt will
do so again.
I also particularly enjoyed
Sweet Life for its downhomeliness; “boots and blue
jeans, cornbread and iced tea,
it’s biscuits and beans” is a hook
that gets into your head and stays
there.
Overall this is a classy debut
album which leads me to believe
we are set to hear a great deal
more from Smith & Wesley in the
coming months and years.
Chris Smith
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MYRA ROLEN
Dancing Your Memory
Away

Yours To Hurt Tommorow / Cheatin’ Overtime (duet with Justin Trevino)
/ If I Didn’t Have You In My World (with Mona McCall and Guyanne
McCall Dannhiem) / Same Old Me / Tell Me I’m Crazy / That’s A No No
/ I’ll Be A Lady Tommorow / Walkin’ Talkin’ Cryin’ Barely Beating Broken
Heart / The Marionette (with Darrell McCall) / He Still Loves Her (duet
with Guyanne McCall Dannheim) / Let It Rain / Different Arrangement
(duet with Justin Trevino) / Dancing Your Memory Away (with Justin
Trevino and Guyanne McCall Dannhiem)
Producer: Justin Trevino
Self released
40:36

Texas songbird Myra Rolen has
been making quite a name for
herself among traditional country
fans in the last couple of years
and her latest, Dancing Your
Memory Away, really cements
her as a singer with which to be
reckoned.
With Justin Trevino on
production duties, some
terrific new songs mixed with
a splattering of classic honky
tonkers, and help from the
McCall family (all of them) Myra
Rolen really has excelled herself.
Not only that, but her vocals
show a new maturity and are
consistently spot-on. This is a
record to rival anything by Amber
Digby.
To say this is the standard
Texas dancehall fare of shuffles
and classic country we’ve come
to expect from Justin Trevino
doesn’t really do it justice. Even
the familiar Tell Me I’m Crazy
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benefits from some stunning
steel guitar and Rolen reaching
low notes I don’t think she’s hit
before. Throughout the record
the fiddle hooks of Hank Singer
are inspired, and I loved the
arrangement on Vince Gill’s If
I Didn’t Have You In My World.
Even better though, and the
standout track for me, is He Still
Loves Her. Written by Mona
McCall, it features what must
be about the saddest fiddle I’ve
ever heard and is a fantastic
song with a similar theme to She
Thinks I Still Care but from the
perspective of a new love.
Meanwhile, Mona’s daughter
Guyanne McCall (Dannhiem) has
provided nearly all the harmony
vocals and written the bluesy Let
It Rain as well as joining Rolen
on a couple of numbers, while
Darrell McCall’s wonderful The
Marionette is revisited. Although
never a hit for Darrell the song
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has rightfully become recognised
as a classic down Texas way
and McCall provides restrained
background vocals here.
There are a couple of fullblown duets with Justin Trevino
in the classic country style:
Cheatin’ Overtime and Different
Arrangement, two of several
songs by Peggy Foreman, who
was a singer and wrote a lot
of songs for Conway Twitty.
She penned the 1977 #1 Out
Of My Head And Back In Bed
for Lorretta Lynn and then
signed with Conway Twitty on
MCA Label in the mid 1970s.
Twitty recorded her Yours To
Hurt Tomorrow and her own
debut single was The Danger
Zone. I’ll Be A Lady Tommorow
was recorded by Connie Cato
and her other two songs here:
Cheatin Overtime and Different
Arrangement were never
released. These sound very

much like the undiscovered
60s/70s classics they are. I think
Amber Digby, and even Connie
Smith will be sorry to have
missed both songs.
Among the covers is also
a timely re-working of Lynn
Anderson’s That’s A No No
(obviously recorded some time
before Anderson’s recent demise),
and Johnnie Wright’s oft-recorded
Walkin’ Talkin’ Cryin’ Barely
Beating Broken Heart that was
revisited notably by Highway 101.
Throughout the album Myra
Rolen doesn’t put a foot wrong.
She has found some fabulous
new songs and undiscovered
gems, the covers aren’t too
well worn, her vocals are pure
and strong, and Trevino has
done some of his best work
production-wise. As Texas
dancehall albums go, this one is
perfect in my book.
Duncan Warwick

Dancing Your Memory Away
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THE LOWEST PAIR
I Reckon I’m Fixin’ On
Kickin’ Round To Pick A
Little
1/2

Lazy Black Eyed Susan / Cluck
Old Hen / Cuckoo / Danville Girl /
Darlin’ Corey / Fall On My Knees
/ Hang Me / Irene / Sail Away
Ladies / Say Darlin’ Say / Sow
A Little Lane / Shortnin’ Bread
Producer: not listed
Self Release
42:47
“Banjo Babe” Kendl Winter and
her musical partner Palmer T.
Lee return for their second album
release of 2015. This follows on
from The Sacred Heart Sessions
released in the first half of this
year. As with the earlier disc it
is business as usual with those
banjos. Listening to the talented
duo becomes almost hypnotic
as one track almost blends into
the next, like a journey by car
or train as so many things flash
by. It does all seem to work,
however for anyone not into the
sound of the banjo this might get
a tad boring. This critic is getting
more into it! This is a band with a
pretty unique feel for music.
It is no shock when the music
starts to at once hear those
banjos, with the first song a
pretty ballad. Of the twelve
tracks nine are old and three are
originals by the band.
The new CD does have a few
little detours including: the dark
Hang Me which has a blusey/
country feel and sounds a bit like
The Byrds in their Sweetheart Of
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The Rodeo phase. Also of note
is the old-timey traditional song,
Say Darlin’ Say which has a
gospel influence.
The vocals on the new CD are
stronger than the last album with
Palmer T. Lee sounding a bit less
Indie and more country. Kendl
Winter is also on good form. The
album ends with a strong version
of the old classic Shortnin’ Bread
which dates back to 1900. The
track builds up a neat rhythm, it’s
a lively version.
The Lowest Pair are building
up a fine collection of banjo
influenced Americana for folks
who like that kind of thing. Sure
the samey feel may put a few
people off, but really you just
need to spend some time to get
into the music and with this band
it is worth it. The banjo playing
is high quality as usual, the
songs are well chosen and the
production fine. There is nothing
really not to like. The new CD
is a “Volume One” so we can
expect more of the same, pretty
soon.
Paul Riley

JACK TEMPCHIN
Learning To Dance


Learning To Dance / Nothing
With You / Living This Love /
Love’s First Lesson / The End
Of The Affair / I Volunteer / Ain’t
Nobody Like You / What If We
Should Fall In Love Again / You
Can Go Home / Big Sky Country
/ Finally Found Me / Room To
Run
Producer: Joel Piper
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Blue Elan
39:39
The Eagles were an amazing
group and the most important
factor in their success was
their ability to find and record
remarkable songs. Many of them
came from contemporary writers
such as Jackson Browne, J D
Souther and Jack Tempchin.
Jack Tempchin was part of the
Troubadour scene in Los Angeles
and he wrote Peaceful Easy
Feeling and Already Gone as
well as contributing to their solo
projects, notably You Belong To
The City, which Glenn Frey sang
in Miami Vice. In retrospect, his
success was two-edged: the
songs had made him wealthy
and so he didn’t push his own
solo career in the way that he
should.
I remember a solo album in
the late 70s and I know that
there have been a few since,
but this is the first time I have
seriously listened to what he had
to offer. I recognise just two of
the songs; one is You Can Go
Home with Chris Hillman which
was recorded by the Desert Rose
Band, and the other is Love’s
First Lesson, which I heard just
last month as it was co-written by
Joel Rafael and I reviewed Joel’s
CD last month. This is the best
song on the album but I prefer
Joel’s version.
Jack has eight co-writers
and one of them, Kim Richey,
harmonies on their song,
Nothing With You. There’s some
atmospheric sax playing by Jerry
Peterson on Learning To Dance
but he appears to have been sent
home after the first track. Apart
from Joel, Jerry and Kim, we are
told that all the instruments and
background vocals come from the
producer Joel Piper, so he’s been
a busy lad.
It’s very pleasant, easy listening
rock but it’s like going on a long
car journey with someone who
doesn’t get out of second gear and

indeed is down to first for Living
This Love. The album needs
excitement and a few surprises.
As it is, it sounds like a collection
of demos for a new CD from Art
Garfunkel. Indeed, Artie could
make an excellent job of the jazzy
ballad, The End Of The Affair.
The stories in the songs didn’t
move me either - he wants to learn
to dance to impress his girlfriend:
he wants his son to develop a free
spirit after riding a horse: and, this
being Los Angeles, there is a song
called Finally Found Me.
I wonder why Jack didn’t make
the album with his occasional
road band, Rocket Science. By
all accounts, he is more lively in
concert.
Spencer Leigh

the stunning new Justin Trevino-produced album
by AWA Pure Country Female Artist of the Year

Myra Rolen

MARK BROWN
Skin And Bone


See You Next Time / Trouble /
Smashed / Cried In Your Bed /
Creosote / Hatchet Man / Hurt /
When The Time Comes / Pony
/ Icy Bob / Sleep Little Angel
/ When Your Sister Comes /
Spaceship / Granny
Producer: Dean Jones
Mark Brown Music
42:56
Back in 2005 Country/Americana
singer/songwriter Mark Brown
released his well received CD,
Uncle Buckle. Fans and critics
have had a long wait for a followup but finally it’s here, and it’s
been worth the wait. It is clear
from the album that Mark Brown
is a very special, unique talent.
The producer has done a fine

AVAILABLE NOW
Country Music People
CD of the Month
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Honky Tonker of the Month
THE COUNTRY SIDE OF
HARMONICA SAM
Open Letter To The
Blues


A Double Shot Of Heartache /
Forbidden Wine / Farther Than
My Eyes Can See / It’s Such a
Pretty World Today / I Regret It
Every Day / That’s Why I Sing In
A Honky Tonk / Open Letter To
The Blues / I’m Walkin’ Slow /
We Have Strayed So Far Away /
Followed Closely By My Teardrops
/ The Day I Let Him In / The Storm
Within My Heart / Dying A Little
Every Day Is Killing Me / I’m Down
To My Last Cigarette
Producer: Axel Praefcke & Ike
Stoye
El Toro
37:19
A little while ago I managed to
get a 45 by The Country Side Of
Harmonica Sam doing an old and
nicely obscure Johnny Dollar song
from the late 60s, Changing Her
Thinking. It didn’t bother me a jot
that it sounds like Pride re-written,
and Harmonica Sam nailed it.
Since then I’ve been eagerly
awaiting an Harmonica Sam
album and I was rather hoping
Changing Her Thinking would be
one of the tracks on this CD when
it arrived. It isn’t (nor is the B-side
of that single Your Old Standby),
but there are 14 tracks that mix
fabulous retro honky tonk tunes
that are mostly as obscure as the
Johnny Dollar gem with originals
that sound as though they came

from 1959. Not only that, but it
might surprise you that Harmonica
Sam is from Sweden, and none
other than Deke Dickerson bigs
him up in the liner notes.
The Country Side Of Harmonica
Sam might be a bit of a mouthful,
but Harmonica Sam is highly
rated on the rockabilly scene and
I suppose he feels the need to
keep this ‘side’ separate. And his
‘Country Side’ delivers some of the
most authentic hard-core vintage
style honky tonk you’ll have heard
in a while, but it should still find
favour with the rockin’ crowd.
If it wasn’t for the publishing
details of the title track, A Double
Shot Of Heartache, I Regret It
Every Day, and We Have Strayed
So Far Away, you could easily
think these are some obscure old
honky tonkers that have escaped
you up until now. Possibly the best
of these is I Regret It Every Day,
written by the band’s lead guitarist
Johan Bandling Melin, which so
perfectly captures the sound of
late 1950s Ray Price it’s uncanny.
In fact, that is pretty much the
sound that permeates nearly every
track here, and is undoubtedly the
reason I like this album so much.
There’s even a cover of Price’s I’m
Walkin’ Slow.
The best known of the covers
are Wynn Stewart’s It’s Such A
Pretty World Today, Warren Smith’s
twanging That’s Why I Sing In A
Honky Tonk, and Billy Walker’s
Down To My Last Cigarette which
k.d. lang covered on her landmark
Shadowland album.
This combo have perfectly
captured the sound they were
striving for, and this release just
goes to prove that in the right
hands it doesn’t matter if you’re
Swedish, record in Berlin, and
release the record on a Spanish
label. All that matters is that this
is one of the finest examples of
retro style honky tonk you’ll hear
anywhere.
Duncan Warwick
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job of creating the wonderful
soundscapes for the singer.
Opening song See You Next
Time is a highly original song.
Off-beat, it has a slightly choppy
rhythm and some wonderful
lyrics. The track features Mike
Merenda on banjo and finds the
singer at war with modern life
as he complains about various
things breaking down. This is a
song which sounds superb on
headphones.
On Smashed, which is a
traditional leaning country track
with a hint of reggae, we get a
strong lead vocal and a female
backing singer. Cried In Your Bed
with a superb steel guitar brings
back memories of John Prine at
his most country. Stunning tracks
keep arriving as the amazing CD
wanders on. The atmospheric,
haunting, psychedelic Creosote
is a track not easily forgotten.
Wonderful.
The song Pony is about a man
in love with a girl, but… the girl
loves a pony. The track with its
blusey feel lopes on for nearly
three un-missable minutes.
Other songs of note include: the
majestic, engaging masterpiece
When The Time Comes and
Icy Bob with its dramatic folky
feel. The CD ends with a tribute
to Mark Brown’s Granny, an
observational tune of great depth
and substance. A perfect end to a
very unique disc.
Singer/songwriters like Mark
Brown are rare, CDs of the scope
and style of Skin And Bone are
even rarer. Everything about Mark
Brown’s album is exceptional,
when a critic gets a CD like this,
words somehow don’t really seem
enough. As the disc ends most
people who hear it will probably
be shocked, how can it be so very
good? Mark Brown is probably
a genius, and his new album?
Well that is simply a masterpiece,
a major work by a vital country
singer. Readers can hear music
by Mark Brown on BandCamp.
Paul Riley

THE ROSELLYS
The Granary Sessions


A Thousand Miles / Not That
Old (But I’m Not Eighteen) /
Maryland / Ashville 1784 / Made
A Choice / Red, White And Blue
/ James’ Song / It’s Not Me It’s
You / Number One / Rose Tinted
Glasses / Memories Of You And
Me
Producer: Alex Elton-Wall, Simon
Rosellys and Rebecca Rosellys
Clubhouse Records
43:44
Rebecca and Simon Rosellys
are rapidly carving themselves
a strong reputation on the
British and American scenes.
This was my first opportunity to
appreciate the music they make
and appreciate it I certainly did.
Whether you try to label it
alt folk or Americana or roots,
at the end of the day it’s a fine
album with or without a badge
of convenience to fit a musical
perception. Like many of the
songs, the opener A Thousand
Miles is written as a result of
shared experience; a drive from
Nashville to deepest darkest
Texas, and one imagines these
experiences have shaped the
bond between band members
which creates the overall
sound.
There are some exquisite
lyrics on this album, not least
on Maryland which pays
tribute to the lost genius of
the wonderful Eva Cassidy.
Ashville 1784 cleverly relates
the apparently true story of

a soldier killed in a skirmish
with the Cherokee and how his
wife and baby fare thereafter.
But don’t assume the album
might be a tad on the intense
side throughout because it
isn’t; there are a number of
styles and influences here
resulting in an enjoyable three
quarters of an hour of listening
pleasure. I really warmed to
the up-tempo It’s Not Me It’s
You - an observant take on the
relationship break up situation
and the highly commercial
sound of Rose Tinted Glasses
which explores the vagaries of
friendships.
While The Rosellys have
a pedigree of their own the
list of guest musicians is
also impressive with Hannah
and Alex Elton-Wall from the
Redlands Palomino Company
pitching in along with Rebecca’s
Ma and Pa Helena and Michael
Rosewell adding nice touches
of piano and cello respectively.
The recording process at a
Gloucestershire studio was
apparently “organic and slow”,
with the production process
allowing individual songs to
develop rather than have any
time constraints influence the
finished product.
I liked the album although I
confess to slight reservations
about the Pink Floyd -esque
ending to Memories Of You And
Me which I felt added little other
than about a minute to a decent
song. Nevertheless we will I
feel sure be hearing more from
the Rosellys and that in itself
will be no bad thing.
Chris Smith

LORRAINE WALDEN
Slow Country Dancin’


I’d Rather Be Lovin’ You / Slow
Country Dancin’/ All That’s Left
Of Me / Both My Arms To Hold
/ He’s Everything You Made Me
Think Was You / Going Love’s
Way / While I Was Loving You /
Standing Next To You / Witchita
Producer: not listed
Self released
28:09
If you have a passion for things
of a certain vintage you’ll be
familiar with that wonderful
feeling you get when you come
across exactly what you’ve been
looking for on an online auction
site. The Holy Grail though is
either ‘BNIB’ (brand new in box),
or even better ‘NOS’ (new old
stock) where something long
out of production has been
discovered in storage. Lorraine
Walden’s Slow Country Dancin’
is like that.
At least I think it is. Either
these are recordings that have
been around for a while and
finally released or I’d like to buy
the producer and musicians
several rounds of drinks for
capturing the sound of the 70s

better than anyone I’ve ever
heard.
This album reminded me of
Melba Montgomery’s fabulous
This Time Around release from
around the turn of the Millenium.
Lorraine Walden is a quality
songwriter who has previously
worked with Red Simpson, and
once I got past the opening I’d
Rather Be Lovin’ You having an
intro identical to the theme from
Grange Hill found that every
track is a winner, and a positive
gold mine for any traditional artist
looking for songs.
Among the standout tracks are
the lazy two-stepper While I Was
Loving You, with its great hook of
“You were loving her while I was
loving you”, and similarly paced
Both My Arms To Hold. That
one has the wonderful line “She
threw away, what I’d give, both
my arms to hold” and will give
you a good idea of the quality of
the songwriting.
The title track was cut by
sometime Moe Bandy duet
partner Judy Bailey and charted
in 1981. Legal wranglings meant
the single never received the
promotion it should have at the
time and criminally peaked at
#56. It’s a song that deserves
the ‘undiscovered classic’ tag in
my book. Walden reports that, “It
was nominated in the Academy
of Country Music for the New
Female Vocalist of the year
award. I wrote it with a co-writer,
Lenny Green. I first got the idea
from seeing a broken hearted
girl, where I was working on a
bandstand , when she came in
each night.”
The closing Wichita sounds as

though it came from a different
session altogether, and is
completely different in its style
but equally wonderful, and I
can think of a long list of Texas
singers who’d love to get their
hands on He’s Everything You
Made Me Think Was You.
This is a very special release
whether it’s new old stock or not.
Proper country songs with loads
of steel and a real time capsule.
It’s about time Lorraine Walden
received the recognition she
deserves as songwriter at the
very least and I urge you to track
this one down.
Duncan Warwick

THE GRAHAMS
Glory Bound


Glory Bound / Gambling Girl /
Blow Wind Blow / Lay Me Down
/ Kansas City / Mama / The Wild
One / Griggstown / Biscuits
/ Borderland / The Spinner /
Promised Land
Producer: Wes Sharon
12 South Records
47:19
Glory Bound is the second album
by the New York-based husband
and wife duo The Grahams and
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WHISKEY HIGHWAY
Recorded in NASHVILLE, TN at The Sound Emporium

it is really impressive. The songs
are all original, written by Doug
and Alyssa Graham with their
friend and collaborator since
childhood Bryan McCann. The
lyrics are articulate, poetic and
sometimes deeply moving, but
they retain a nimble airiness that
floats over the lively rhythms and
attractive melodies and doesn’t
dissipate the energy of the
performances.
The album steams in on full
power with the ebullient title track.
Alyssa Graham sings a lyric that
regrets some of the misjudgments
and misadventures of youth with
harmonies by Doug Graham and
a driving, locomotive beat. The
railway metaphors are appropriate
as trains and travelling are a
common theme in many of the
songs and the artwork of the
album is made up of attractively
rusting old rolling stock. The
pair have recently also made a
travel documentary Rattle The
Hocks where they chronicle the
importance of train travel on
American music. During the film,
they travel from Sun Studios to
Amtrak’s famed City Of New
Orleans train. Some of the songs
from this album are used in the
film.
The Grahams skilfully navigate
a range of genres over the
course of the album with each
shift in style matching the mood
of the lyric. Gambling Girl is a
blues shuffle; Kansas City is an
up-tempo retro hoedown; Lay Me
Down and Mama are in a soulful
gospel style; Borderland is given
an accordion-driven Tex-Mex feel;
and Biscuits is a country blues
that is ostensibly about food, but
is full of sexual innuendo.
The subject matter is equally
diverse. Kansas City is rapid-fire,
tongue-twisting fun, Mama tells of
grieving for a parent, Griggstown,
is an angry song addressed to
an ex-lover and Blow Wind Blow
is about unbreakable bonds of
family. The Wild One has distant
echoes of The Band’s classic
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The Weight in a song about
teenage hi-jinks, and The Spinner
demonstrates that Alyssa Graham
can sing in an understated
manner as effectively as she
delivers power. The album ends
in the same region as it starts with
a train song, Promised Land.
Glory Bound is a collection
of diverse articulate songs that
are expertly performed by The
Grahams. Each song appears to
have been carefully analysed and
given a suitable arrangement. In
this, The Grahams were assisted
by superb production from Wes
Sharon and expert performances
from a backing band that includes
John Fullbright (piano, harmonica,
guitar), Byron Berline (fiddle,
mandolin) and Ryan Engleman
(electric guitar, pedal steel).
Michael Hingston

ERIC MICHAEL HAWKS
Whiskey Highway


The Estate Of Louis Walker /
Back In The Fast Lane / Boogie
Woogie Saturday Night / Dr. Jack
Daniels / Ghost Train Rollin’ /
Guilty Pleasures / Take My Love
With You / Kickstart The Jukebox
/ No-Tell Motel / Take My Love
With You / Truck Driver / Whiskey
Highway / You Are The Song
Producer: Dave Bechtel
Self release
45:21
Musical integrity is all too rare
these days, so when someone
comes along oozing it we are
likely to take them to our hearts.
Eric Michael Hawks states that “I
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don’t compromise. I will always
play the music I love and I will
never bend to any specific trend.”
Got to love him for that, but he
should also find a place in your
heart for his songwriting and his
uncompromising Outlaw style.
This is Hawks’ second album,
following his debut a couple of
years ago and it’s a cracker, full
of original songs. At times Hawks
sounds a little like Bobby Bare
meets Waylon, and at others I
was reminded of Confederate
Railroad at their best, but what I
think I like most about Whiskey
Highway is Hawks’ ability to keep
sight of a melody.
As a songwriter Eric Michael
Hawks ought to very proud
indeed of Take My Love With
You. It’s a sensational song.
Maybe even one of those
once in a lifetime songs, and
it deserves some serious
exposure or a big name cover.
Nearly as good is You Are The
Song.
Among the other highlights
are the rockin’ honky tonk of Dr.
Jack Daniels (you know you’re
in good hands with a title like
that) and the terrific Kickstart
The Jukebox which also lives
up to its title and has a fabulous
chorus – “Whiskey River’s just
a song away”. No-Tell Motel,
featuring some nifty fiddle by
Stuart Duncan, is wonderful,
and very country, even if it’s
not the most original idea for a
country song. If Dale Watson
had cut Whiskey Highway we’d
all be paying it some serious
attention, but Truck Driver,
with its 70s vibe is maybe a bit
too cute for its own good, but
I can see what he was going
for. Possibly something more
Red Simpson-ish or a groove
like that on Guilty Pleasures or
Ghost Train Rollin’ would have
worked better.
I suspect that the slightly
clichéd Boogie Woogie Saturday
Night is going to work better
live than on disc, and Hawks

is at his best on the slower
numbers and honky tonkers
than the more rockin’ material
such as the Back In The Fast
Lane. The outstanding songs,
of which there are several, do
overshadow some of the other
material here, but they’d be
some mighty high standards to
maintain. I respect the hell out
of Eric Michael Hawks for not
wishing to compromise. Long
may he continue to do so.
Duncan Warwick

DAVE RAWLINGS
MACHINE
Nashville Obsolete


The brand new album from

ERIC MICHAEL HAWKS
OUT NOW

ericmichaelhawks.com
SERVING COLLECTORS FOR OVER 25 YEARS!
COUNTRY SOUNDS

The Weekend / Short Haired
Woman Blues / The Trip /
Bodysnatchers Lament / The
Last Pharoah / Candy / Pilgrim
(You Can’t Go Home)
Producer: David Rawlings
Acony
44:47
Nashville Obsolete is the
second release by Dave
Rawlings Machine and follows
the acclaimed 2009 release
A Friend Of A Friend. That is
quite a gap for a follow-up,
but Rawlings and his musical
partner Gillian Welch are
perfectionists who aren’t exactly
prolific in their output. Their two
decade association has yielded
just seven albums, the other five
being under Welch’s name.
Nashville Obsolete only has
seven tracks, but what it is
lacking in quantity is made up in
duration as most songs stretch

37 SPRINGTOWN ROAD
DERRY
NORTHERN IRELAND
BT48 0LT

TEL: (02871) 516424

E-mail: countrysounds1@hotmail.com
10am – 11.30pm 7 Days a week!
Free Postage on all CDs and DVDs to UK

LARGE CD AND DVD CATALOGUE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST!

Latest CD releases.....

Dale Watson – Call Me Insane - £13.00
Merle Haggard & Willie Nelson – Django and Jimmie - £13.00
Chuck Cusimano – Wind Blow My Blues Away - £15.00
Iris Dement – Trackless Woods - £13.00
Richard Lynch – A Better Place - £13.00
Billy Mata – By Request - £13.00
Myra Rolen – Hold That Thought - £13.00
Jake Houston – Carrying The Flame - £13.00
Bob Manning & Kimberly Murray – Misery Rich - £13.00
Sammy Kershaw – Don’t Back Down - £13.00
Charley Pride – The Sensational- Songs of Pride - In Person - Just Plain Charley - £13.00 (2CDS)
Charley Pride – Country Charley Pride – The Country Way - Pride of Country Music -Make Mine
Country - £13.00 (2CDs)
Charley Pride - 10th Album/From Me ToYou/Sings Heart Songs/I’m Just Me - £13.00 (2 CDs)
Lonnie Spiker – In Another Life - £13.00
Connie Smith – Downtown Country / Connie in the Country - £13.00
Golldie Hill – The Golden Hillbilly - £10.00
Red Jenkins – Stone Country - £13.00
Buddy Jewel – My Father’s Country - £13.00
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell – Travelling Kind - £13.00
John Conlee – Classics 2 - £13.00
A Special Tribute to Conway Twitty & Loretta Lynn–(with Michael Twitty,Brian Mellery etc.) - £13.00
Dwight Yoakam – Second Hand Heart - £13.00
Leroy Van Dyke - Walk on By - £13.00
Brian Mellery – Legends 2 - £13.00
Hawkshaw Hawkins – The Hawk - Singles Collection - £10.00
Johnny Rodrigeuz – Rodrigeuz Through My Eyes - £13.00
George Jones & Tammy Wynette – Me and The First Lady- We’re Gonna Hold On –The Golden
Ring - £13.00 (2 CDs)
Dolly Parton – An Evening With Dolly Live - £15.00 (Cracker Barrel-CD & DVD)
Sheb Wooley – Goodbye Tennessee Hello Texas (1950–1962) - £10.00

DVD’S.....

Philomena Begley – 50 Years of Music and Memories - £15.00
Mike Denver – 3 in a Row - £15.00 (3 DVDs)
The Benn Sisters – By Request – £13.00
Derek Ryan – The Entertainer Live - £15.00
A Tribute to Big Tom – Ireland’s King Country Music - £15.00
Thomas Maguire & Fhiona Ennis – In Concert - £15.00

John Anderson – Goldmine - £13.00
Merle Haggard & Mac Wiseman – Timeless - £15.00
Kevin Moon – Throwback – £13.00
T.Jae Christian – Old Violin - £13.00
Jim Reeves – Songs of Love/Nashville ‘78 – £13.00
Kacey Musgraves – Pageant Material - £13.00
Georgette Jones & Brian Mallery – A Tribute to George Jones & Tammy Wynette -£13.00
Anita Stapleton – A Place in My Heart - £13.00
Connie Francis – Country and Western/Connie Francis Style - £10.00
Alan Jackson – Angels and Alcohol - £13.00
Vernon Oxford – By Public Demand /I Just Want to be a Country Singer
- £13.00
Logue & McCool – Something Special - £13.00 (2CDS)
The Davitt Country Band – Good Old Country Songs - £12.00
The Indians – No Reservations - £12.00
Derek Ryan – One Good Night - £12.00
Michael English – Dance All Night - £12.00
Ally Harron & Marian Curry – Perfect Harmony - £12.00 (DVD also available)
Marc Roberts – A Tribute to John Denver- £12.00
Ray Lynam – The Essential Ray Lynam - £13.00 (2CDs)
Nathan Carter – Beautiful Life - £12.00
Nathan Carter – The Beautiful Life - £15.00 (Deluxe Edition with DVD)
Robert Mizzell –Pure Country - £13.00
Susan McCann – Through The Years - £15.00 (3CDs)
Caitlin – Infamous Angel - £12.00
The Benn Sisters – A Woman’s Heart - £12.00
Lisa McHugh – A Life That Good - £12.00
Jim Devine – Devine Country - £15.00
Trevor Loughrey –This is Country Music - £12.00
Mike Denver – There’s Only One - £13.00
Jimmy Buckley – The Essential Collection (2CDs) - £14.00
Lisa Stanley –Duets – £12.00
Philomena Begley & Ray Lynam – The Complete Duet Collection (2CDs) - £13.00

Amber Digby - Live At the Swiss Alp Dance Hall - £15.00
Nathan Carter – The Wagon Wheel Show Live - £15.00
Isla Grant - The Greatest Hits (3 DVD Collection) - £20.00
Paddy O’Brien - From the Beginning - £15.00
Big Tom – Big Tom’s Life Story - £15.00
Trudi Lalor – Thank You - £15.00

Philip English – It Takes an Irish Man - £15.00
Charlie Pride – Live in Concert - £15.00
Caitlin – The Early Years - £15.00
Caitlin – Complete DVD Collection - £15.00
Buck Owens – Live from Austin Texas - £15.00
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NANCARROW
Simple Things


All in perfect condition

NEW LISTS every SIX WEEKS
Send large SAE to:

J&J Country Sales
Oak Ridge, Shootersway
Berkhampsted, Herts, HP4 3ND
to over five minutes and The Trip
only a few seconds short of 11
minutes. The material is all cowritten by Rawlings and Welch
with the pair playing guitar and
providing their distinctive vocal
harmonies. They are joined by
Paul Kowert of Punch Brothers
on bass and Brittany Haas on
fiddle with contributions by Willie
Watson on three songs and
Jordan Tice on mandolin on The
Trip. The album was recorded in
Nashville with some strings on a
few tracks added in Memphis.
The album opens with the
The Weekend, which includes
Welch on drums. The melody
is attractive, the instruments
layered beautifully with a lovely
string section arrangement and
there is an inventive Rawlings
guitar solo, but the lyrics are a
little random with the rhyming
scheme dominating the
grammatical and logical sense.
Short Haired Woman Blues
has lyrics that make much
more sense and the three-part
harmonies between Rawlings,
Welch and Watson are divine.
The song starts with solo
voice backed by twin acoustic
guitars and the bass anchoring
one beat per bar. The vocal
harmonies, strings and Welch’s
drums are gradually introduced
and the complexity builds subtly
through the rest of the song.
It’s a triumph of instrumental
subtlety and arrangement
dexterity (the strings were
arranged by Rawlings on this

and the opening track).
Bodysnatchers appears to
be inspired by the 1955 sci-fi
novel of the same name by
Jack Finney (adapted for film
three times, most famously as
Invasion Of The Bodysnatchers).
The arrangement is laid-back
and thoughtful, in contrast to
the peril implied in the lyric
“you better get back, you body
snatchers”.
The Last Pharaoh is a
tremendous tune set to a
bluesy, up-tempo shuffle. I
haven’t a clue what the lyric is
about, but it doesn’t diminish
the enjoyment. Candy is catchy
retro-folk that sounds like it
has come from the 1930s and
features adept fiddle and guitar
playing and Pilgrim (You Can’t
Go Home) closes the album
with a song that sounds like
something Old Crow Medicine
Show would record (it also
shows that Rawlings can play
mandolin pretty well too).
The Trip is the only track that
doesn’t quite come together.
There are parts of the song
that are good, but it rambles
both musically and lyrically and
would have benefitted by being
edited down from its lengthy
running time.
The bagginess of The Trip
and a few questionable lyrics
just knocked Nashville Obsolete
off the 5 star mark, otherwise
it is a gem of an album with
sublime arranging and playing.
Michael Hingston
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Sprinklers / 15 Til 40 / Tennessee
/ Room For You / Summertime
/ 25 To Life / Simple Things /
Goldie Girl / California Plates /
Maria / Fishin’ /Elvis
Producer: Mike Butler
Random
40:21
“In 15 years I’ll be 40,” Graham
Nancarrow sings on 15 Til 40,
so I guess he was 25 when he
wrote it. He’s 27 now, but has a
lived-in twang to his voice that
makes him sound older. It’s a
tough sound acquired in a dozen
years of fronting bands since he
formed the punk outfit Misled
Citizen when he was 15.
More recently, he turned
to country, inspired by Hank
III, and the Shelton influence
(Shelton is III’s real name)
shows in this collection of
blistering hoe-downs, polkas
and honky tonkers.
By Nashville standards,
this is alternative country, but
it’s alternative country of the
best kind in that it sounds like
country, even hillbilly, just played
with rock’n’roll energy, rather
than rock mixed with country
lyrics.
What’s more, although
Nancarrow’s backwoods twang
and outlawish lyrics (“Let’s light
up a smoke and have a toke”
etc) sound exaggerated next
to the country on the charts,
I’m sure he’s not trying to be
a novelty and is completely

sincere - he’s just being
himself.
As he puts it in the opening
line to Tennessee, “It’s my
dream to play at the Opry.” And
as he states in California Plates,
“My music comes from honky
tonks, drinking and girls.”
Nancarrow isn’t just the name
of the singer, it’s also the name
of his band and the other five
members give him the fiery
support of a tight, hard working
road band.
There are tasty rockabilly
guitar licks from Buzz Campbell
on California Plates and spirited
harmonica work from Russel
Hayden on Summertime, while
guest Lou Fanucchi adds an
atmospheric dusting of Tex Mex
accordion to the south of the
border style Room For You.
Penultimate song Fishin’ is
one of those accelerated foottapping numbers that used to
come out of Nashville studios
all the time, but which have
completely died out lately, where
everyone gets to trade solos
on an extended instrumental
play-out.
The track gets smokin’ hot
and I bet it makes a great
closing number at live shows.
Just as final track Elvis would
make the perfect encore.
The song begins with
portentous Gospel-style church
organ. But it’s not, as you might
expect, a Presley tribute. Rather,
it’s a slice of autobiography in
which Nancarrow reveals it was
hearing Elvis on the radio one
night that inspired him to lead
the life he does. “I’m in it for
life,” he assures us, and I’m sure
there’ll be a lot more good stuff
from him to come.
A hint of his promise was
provided in the closing bars of
one song, Goldie Girl, when he
uttered a particular phrase and,
dang, for a few spine-tingling
seconds he sounded like the
reincarnation of George Jones.
Douglas McPherson

IRIS DeMENT
The Trackless Woods


To My Poems / Broad Gold
/ And This You Call Work /
From The Oriental Notebook /
Prayer / Not With Deserters /
All Is Sold / Reject The Burden
/ From An Airplane / Oh, How
Good / Like A White Stone /
Song About Songs / Listening
To Singing / Lot’s Wife / Upon
The Hard Crest / The Souls Of
All My Dears / The Last Toast /
Not With A Lover’s Lyre (Anna
Akhmatova’s recitation of “The
Muse”)
Producer: Richard Bennett And
Iris DeMent
Flariella
57:34
Russian Poet Anna Akhmatova
lived from 1889 until 1966.
When Stalin took over in Russia
her poems were condemned
and censored and one of her
husbands killed by Stalin’s
thugs. She chose to stay
in Russia and wrote about
the terror and the nightmare
of Stalin’s regime. Over in
America the singer/songwriter
Iris DeMent some years ago
adopted a young girl from
Siberia, now for her new CD
DeMent has adapted some of
Anna Akhmatova’s poems into
songs.
The dominant instrument on
the new disc is the piano, which
on some tracks is alone with
Iris DeMent’s voice. The CD is
complex and different from the
singer’s other work. It is her

least commercial release yet,
clearly it is not for everyone.
Iris DeMent has been
changing direction on her last
few albums, arriving now at her
most ambitious and challenging
work.
The CD opens with To My
Poems, a short track with
the piano backing close to
classical music. The poems
work well when turned into
songs, passion runs deep in Iris
DeMent’s voice, and she really
believes in the project. A casual
listen to the CD will reveal
just a little. In depth repeated
plays reveal much more. Is this
2015’s most complex release?
The album has a small
number of important guests:
guitar legend Leo Kottke
is featured on the album’s
most country song, From
An Airplane, and mandolin
player Jon Graboff makes his
presence felt on Listening To
Singing.
Most of the CD has the
restrained sounds of piano and
voice, and it is at once intimate
and draws listeners in, making
you listen to Anna Akhmatova’s
precious words, so loved by Iris
DeMent, and soon hopefully
by others. Listening to Iris
DeMent’s album is not an easy
task, but it is not supposed to
be. Like many rewarding works
of art and music it requires time
and concentration.
Iris DeMent has created a
masterpiece with great depth.
Poetry and passionate vocals
combine to create a special
musical moment. Country
music combined with hints of
jazz, folk, gospel and classical
music. The simple backing
tracks let the poems breathe,
and the sympathetic production
enhances the atmosphere.
The Trackless Woods is
daring, ambitious, thoughtful,
honest, and moving. It is a
mature work by a true artist.
She is a very rare talent, maybe

the most important female
musical voice in America right
now. Iris DeMent has never
been a prolific artist, at one
stage we had a 16 year gap
between releases of original
songs. What we have on the
new disc is the singer’s best
album, topping even 2012’s
superb Sing The Delta. Sadly
Anna Akhmatova will never
hear what Iris Dement has
done to her thought-provoking
poems, but you can.
Paul Riley

ANDREA ZONN
Rise


Another Side Of Home / No
Reason To Feel Good / Crazy If
You Let It / I Can’t Talk About
It Now / Let Them Go / Where
The Water Meets The Sky /
Rise/ Another Swing And A
Miss / You Make Me Whole /
Ships
Producer: Andrea Zonn
Compass Records
38:42
Andrea Zoon’s 2003 CD, Love
Goes On, was very enjoyable
and had the potential to appeal
to the Alison Krauss market.
However, the publicity was
low-key and she didn’t follow
up the album, preferring to
continue her career as a fiddle
player and backing vocalist to
the stars. Most recently she and
the drummer Steve Gadd have
been part of James Taylor’s
road band.
Now, 12 years later, comes

her second CD, Rise, made
with Gadd on drums and with
Taylor returning the favour as
her backing vocalist. Andrea
has written all the songs,
though working with seven
collaborators including Fred
Knobloch and Peter Cooper.
The most active partnership
is with Thomm Jutz, the
songwriter and producer behind
that 3CD concept about the civil
war, 1861. The band includes
Jerry Douglas on dobro and
Sam Bush on mandolin and
the guest vocalists include Keb
Mo’, Mac MacAnally and Trace
Adkins, so what’s not to like?
Nothing at all as it happens
as this is a stunningly
beautiful work starting with the
enchanting Another Side Of
Home which could be a lost
Joni Mitchell track. Every track
has something to commend it
and what’s more, the CD gets
better as it goes along. Another
Swing And A Miss has an
attractive jazzy feel; You Make
Me Whole has a very engaging
melody and some marvellous
interplay between Andrea and
James Taylor; and the final
track Ships with Trace Adkins is
like a long-forgotten sea song
with words as carefully crafted
as Paul Simon’s. Maybe she is
summarising her life with the
final line, “Sailing across the
wide ocean, One ship sets out,
one ship comes in.”
This is a reflective album,
mostly of songs of life and
experience, songs about
being content really. In the
acknowledgements, she does
say that she nearly called it
The Love Record. There is a
photograph of Andrea with her
son, Leonard in the CD booklet
and opposite is her lyric for Let
Them Go, a song about being a
parent. There is no obvious hit
single but No Reason To Feel
Good with Keb Mo’ strikes me
as particularly commercial.
Spencer Leigh
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LEANN RIMES
All-Time Greatest Hits


Blue / One Way Ticket
(Because I Can) / Unchained
Melody / The Light In Your
Eyes / How Do I Live / You
Light Up My Life / Amazing
Grace / On The Side Of Angels
/ Commitment / Nothin’ New
Under The Moon / Big Deal /
I Need You / Can’t Fight The
Moonlight / But I Do Love You
/ The Right Kind Of Wrong
/ Life Goes On / Nothin’
‘Bout Love Makes Sense /
Probably Wouldn’t Be This
Way / Something’s Gotta Give /
Nothing Better To Do
Producer: various
Curb
74:46
If LeAnn Rimes had done
nothing but cut Blue she would
have given us all we could have
asked. Nineteen years on, that
soaring Patsy Cline-style ballad
still sounds amazing. In 1996,
its retro charm darn near blew
the whole of contemporary
country out of the water. You’d
never have guessed Rimes was
13-years-old, except for the
novelty of her age being what
hyped such a not-of-its-time
record into the charts.
It’s unfair to say it was all
downhill from there. Rimes
continued to sell discs by the
million. But for country fans
hoping for another Blue, songs
like Unchained Melody and
You Light Up My Life marked a
terrible transition from Nashville

cowgirl to Vegas lounge singer.
In her mid-teens, she was
making middle-aged, middle
of the road music of the most
yawn-worthy kind.
The audience-dividing
international hit How Do I Live
was more modern but just as
uncountry.
Country retained a pull on
Rimes, though, and while I
remember being thoroughly
bored by her 1998 album Sittin’
On Top Of The World, it did
include the pleasingly twangy
country pop of Nothin’ New
Under The Moon, which is
extracted here.
Even better is Big Deal, a
playful rural foot-tapper which
was the only new song on her
self-titled country covers album
from 1999.
At the turn of the new
millennium, it was back to pop
for I Need You, albeit that the
drum-looped ballad was also
a country hit and anticipated
the sound of Lady Antebellum
a decade later, and a lot of
country today.
Then, with Can’t Fight
The Moonlight - produced by
Trevor Horn, the man behind
Frankie Goes To Hollywood’s
Relax - Rimes finally found
a contemporary pop sound
that fitted her age and had
a number one hit around the
world.
Follow-up pop success
didn’t happen, though, and she
turned to Nashville’s producer
of the moment Dann Huff for
the excellent, mature-sounding
country of Nothin’ Bout Love
Makes Sense, Probably
Wouldn’t Be This Way and
Something’s Gotta Give.
If only there were more
songs like those here, but
the album ends with 2007’s
itchy and urgent Nothin’ Better
To Do. That was eight years
ago, which means this career
overview adds little to 2003’s
Greatest Hits. It’s a pity they
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couldn’t have finished up
with Swinging from her 2011
country covers collection Lady
& Gentlemen, although I’m
glad there’s nothing from her
cacophonous 2013 release,
Spitfire, which yielded no hits.
With this round-up marking
the end of her association with
Curb, it will be interesting to
see where Rimes’ long and
varied career takes her next.
After all, at 33 she’s still of an
age at which many artists would
only be on their second or third
album.
Douglas McPherson

LARRY CAMPBELL &
TERESA WILLIAMS
Larry Campbell, Teresa
Williams


Surrender To Love / Bad Luck
Charm / Another One More Time
/ Down On My Knees / You’re
Running Wild / Everybody Loves
You / Did You Love Me At All /
Ain’t Nobody For Me / Midnight
Highway / Keep Your Lamp
Trimmed and Burning / Attics Of
My Life
Producer: Larry Campbell
Self Release
44:11
This album has already found its
way into the Americana charts,
and it is not difficult to see why.
Larry Campbell produced Levon
Helm’s Grammy winning albums
Electric Dirt and the fabulous
Ramble At The Ryman. As well
as producing this offering he
wrote eight of the tracks. Teresa

Williams grew up in western
Tennessee and is a hugely
respected backing vocalist
having worked with the likes of
Helm, Rodney Crowell, Bonnie
Bramlett and many more; she
also appeared as Sara Carter
for the BBC. She is an incredibly
versatile singer and in places on
some of the more introspective
songs reminds me of Emmylou
in her Red Dirt Girl days - and
that will always be good enough
for me. The musical chemistry
between these two talents is
electric.
What we are talking about
here is Americana at its finest,
a touch of Cajun, a sprinkling of
soul, a tasteful bit of gospel and
an absolute bucketful of musical
artistry. I found myself captivated
from the seriously funky opening
bars of track one right to the end
of the six minute delight which
is Attics Of My Life. Listen to
Everybody Loves You, not a
complicated song by any means,
but the way the electric bass is
played and mixed to give the
effect of a sousaphone typifies
the thought process behind
getting this album exactly right.
Ain’t Nobody For Me is another
very commercial track with a
great arrangement and some
fabulous lyrics “If lovin’ were
a dollar Lord I wouldn’t have
a dime” and “well I go to the
mailbox but I got no mail, when
I walk past the dog he won’t
even wag his tail” being just a
couple of the more memorable
and apposite lines which spring
to mind. I am partial to a bit of
well delivered gospel and found
this version of Keep Your Lamp
Trimmed And Burning very much
to my taste.
If you haven’t worked it
out by now I think this is a
fabulous album which is able
to effortlessly entertain and
ooze delicious quality at the
same time. It will be a treasured
addition to my collection.
Chris Smith

JACOB TOVAR & THE
SADDLE TRAMPS
Jacob Tovar & The
Saddle Tramps
1/2

If You’ve Got The Money /
Driving Nails / When A Soldier
Knocks / Good Spirits / One
Track Minded Baby / Tips And
Beer / There Stands The Glass
/ Three Good Reasons / Please
Help Me / I’ll Never Leave The
Honky Tonks
Producer: Jason Weinheimer
Horton Records
32:32
Jacob Tovar is from Oklahoma
and is quite a find. Based in
Tulsa, he has a big, if slightly
unusual voice, and with his
Saddle Tramps gives us his
debut, which is a mix of classic
honky tonkers and original
songs.
There’s a grungy quality
thanks to a lot of distorted guitar,
but rest assured, this is all done
in a good way. I guess you might
have called it ‘cow-punk’ back
in the day. Even when tackling
well-worn numbers like There
Stands The Glass, If You’ve Got
The Money, or Drivin’ Nails In
My Coffin he is able to present
them in his own droll style and
make his own mark. Jacob Tovar
sounds down in the dumps, and I
like that very much. I noticed that
he has shared a bill with Junior
Brown and that seems rather
appropriate.
There is a laid-back feel to
most of the songs, which along
with that distortion on the guitar,

a bunch of reverb, and wonderful
production ensure that although
this is undoubtedly honky tonk of
the classic variety it has a slight
modern edge to it. It’s also one
heck of a grower, with tracks like
Good Spirits really getting under
my skin thanks to its infectious
guitar hook and late-night mood.
It has become my favourite track.
Tips And Beer is fantastic,
and when Tovar sings that the
reason he is “playing for tips and
beer” is because of his love of
Hank Williams, George Jones,
and Merle singing Mama Tried it
is utterly believable. Three Good
Reasons is more jaunty and
features some terrific picking,
and the moody closing I’ll Never
Leave The Honky Tonks bears
a bit too much of a resemblance
to Hank’s Cold, Cold Heart
for its own good, but at nearly
five minutes never outstays its
welcome.
I love this record, and the only
reservation I have is that the
covers, especially Please Help
Me I’m Falling, are just a little
too well known despite some
inspired arrangements.
If you hot-foot it over to the
Jacob Tovar Bandcamp site you

might be able to get one of the
limited edition mint coloured vinyl
LPs. How cool is that?
Duncan Warwick

LINDI ORTEGA
Faded Gloryville


Ashes / Faded Gloryville / Tell
It Like It Is / Someday Soon
/ To Love Somebody / When
You Ain’t Home / Run-Down
Neighbourhood / I Ain’t The Girl /
Run Amuck / Half Moon
Producer: Dave Cobb, Colin
Linden, Ben Tanner And John
Paul White
Last Gang
36:17
Lindi Ortega told Rolling Stone
magazine earlier this year that

she got inspiration for her new
4th CD from actor Jeff Bridges
and his country film Crazy Heart.
However, the new album is the
singer’s least country so far.
It is also Lindi Ortega’s most
commercial, and seems destined
to be her best seller. The disc
embraces country ballads,
country soul, and trashy pop, and
is very entertaining.
The CD starts with it’s
longest track Ashes, which has
a throbbing guitar, a disco-lite
backing track and is infectious
and melodic, plus of course we
get one of country music’s best
current voices. The country/
soul songs on the album were
recorded at the famous Muscle
Shoals recording studio with
two producers: Ben Tanner from
Alabama Shakes and John Paul
White of Civil Wars fame. The
best of these is a wonderful
version of The Bee Gee’s classic
from 1967, To Love Somebody
which got into the top twenty in
America. With the tight backing
track and Lindi Ortega’s heartfelt
vocal the track moves effortlessly
from pop to country/soul.
The disc also has some very
infectious country/pop: Run-

The Country Music Archive (BACM) catalogue has grown to around 500 CDs, covering all genres and all eras from 1920s to the 60s. There are the big names (Red
Foley, Gene Autry, Webb Pierce, Skeeter Davis, The Browns etc) plus many who have undeservedly dropped from sight but who were top talents of their era. For
country collectors of all tastes - Western Swing, Old Timey, Western, Yodeling , 1950s Country, Bluegrass etc.
Check the website, country-music-archive.com to browse the catalogue which includes a couple of sample tracks for each CD. Three new ones are added every
month.

Latest releases

ASA MARTIN
Old Time Picking &
Singing

CUSTOM MADE
HILLBILLY – Vol. 8

ANDY PARKER & THE
PLAINSMEN. Vol. 4
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Down Neighbourhood has a
fantastic trashy 1960s feel, I
Ain’t The Girl has a wonderful
bounce, it sounds a bit like pop
band Blondie doing country/pop,
and Run Amuck has a rockabilly
vibe. The speeded up ending is
wonderfully deranged.
Most of the other songs are
country ballads, the best of
these being the final track, Half
Moon, which provides a delicate,
subdued, beautiful ending.
Lindi Ortega’s CD is one
of 2015’s most entertaining
releases so far. It has a knowing
commercial edge, created by
the producers in three different
locations. The traditional country
side of Lindi Ortega takes a back
seat as pop and soul mixed with
country edge to the front.
The sales potential of Faded
Gloryville is high. The CD has a
60s influence and also is at times
reminiscent of The Secret Sisters
and The Civil Wars. Lindi Ortega
has one of the best voices of the
recent crop of female country
singers, and with her Faded
Gloryville she has branched out
a bit. This will probably gain the
singer some new fans, hopefully
keeping the ones she has
already. This critic likes both the
new and old Lindi Ortega.
Paul Riley

AMY HELM
Didn’t It Rain


Didn’t It Rain / Rescue Me /
Good News / Deep Water /
Spend Our Last Dime / Sky’s

Falling / Gentling Me / Roll Away
/ Sing To Me / Roll The Stone /
Heat Lightning / Wild Girl
Producer: Byron Isaacs
Membran Records
46:37
In my view, the Band pretty much
invented Americana and I can
see how that has infiltrated down
to their drummer’s daughter,
Amy. She worked in Levon
Helm’s band and on his solo
records (for example Dirt Farmer
and Electric Dirt) as well as
doing session work and being
part of Ollabelle. Amy is currently
at the helm of the Handsome
Strangers, playing bass and
singing with Daniel Littleton
(guitar) and David Berger
(drums), both of whom are on
this CD.
Amy Helm is a good singer
and songwriter and this collection
is a very mixed bag, pure
Americana if you like as there is
gospel, blues, traditional country
and rock. One minute she is
whooping it up on Sam Cooke’s
Good News and the next
sounding like a vintage country
harmony act on Deep Water. The
superb Spend Our Last Dime
is an update on the dance hall
waltzes.
At all times, the songs
have been well chosen, the
arrangements are thoughtprovoking and everything
grabbed my attention. The
musicians include Bill Payne
from Little Feat and Allison
Moorer.
Smouldering, brooding songs
by the Handsome Family and
Leonard Cohen have been used
to superb effect in the TV show
True Detective. I hope T Bone
Burnett gets to hear this album
by Amy Helm as both Didn’t It
Rain and Sky’s Falling sound
like they would suit a True
Detective 3. And perhaps a title
for a future CD would be Dirt
Charmer.
Spencer Leigh
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SAM LEWIS
Waiting On You


3/4 Time / Love Me Again /
Waiting On You / She’s A Friend /
Things Will Never Be The Same
/ Talk To Me / Reinventing The
Blues / Never Again / Texas/
Little Time / Virginia Avenue / I’m
Coming Home
Producer: Sam Lewis and Oliver
Wood
Brash Music
46:01
Sam Lewis hits the UK for a
small venue tour in October. I
hope the weather stays good,
because his sunny blue-eyed
soul would be better suited to
a July evening in a beachfront
bar than a Norwich café at the
blustery end of the year.
I guess his music should
tagged country-soul, but although
it was made by a ton of Nashville
musicians, we have to go a long
way into the album before we
find any country music.
The opening track, and Lewis’
most radio-ready song, is the
summery 3/4 Time. With it’s
prominent bass line, retro “oohwah” backing vocals and big
loping rhythm, it reminded me
of Van Morrison’s Bright Side Of
The Road both musically and
vocally.
There’s also a lot of Van in
the following ballad, Love Me
Again. Then, when we get to the
slow-burning She’s A Friend,
Lewis could be singing over a
track from a Sam Cooke or Percy
Sledge album.

The icing on She’s A Friend is
a sublime electric guitar solo by
Kenny Vaughan, who’s known
for his part in Marty Stuart’s
Fabulous Superlatives. And the
contribution of the musicians
to this release cannot be
overstated.
Lewis has even taken the
unusual step of listing the
featured soloists on the back of
the cover, as if they were duet
vocalists - and he really does
showcase them on the tracks.
Gabe Dixon adds atmospheric
Hammond B3 organ to the
swinging, stomping, electric
blues of Things Will Never Be
The Same Again, and the laid
back soul of Talk To Me. Jano
Rix brings piano to the acoustic
Reinventing The Blues.
And so we come to the
country number, Texas, where
the haunting harmonica of
Mickey Raphael, who’s always
been a huge part of Willie
Nelson’s sound, makes the
outlaw ballad sound like a Willie
cover of a Billy Joe Shaver
song.
The only problem is, as much
as I enjoyed all of the above
tracks on first listen, I found
them a lot less interesting, and
eventually quite boring, on
subsequent plays.
The reason is Lewis’ lyrics.
There’s nothing clunky or jarring
about them - they just don’t
make any impact whatsoever.
The singer has a hell of a
voice and he’s made a great
sounding record, but from
beginning to end it’s just a
homage to or pastiche of classic
sounds from the past. There’s
nothing new or original here. As
a result, since playing this, I’ve
found myself singing the songs
Lewis’ album reminded me of Morrison’s Bright Side Of The
Road and Percy Sledge’s When
A Man Loves A Woman - rather
than the songs I’d actually been
listening to.
Douglas McPherson

ED DUPAS
A Good American Life


A Good American Life /
Remember My Love / This Old
Town / Flag / Home In Time / Until
Blue Comes Round / With Love
You Never Knew / Whiskey Bones
/ Train / You Don’t Get To Explain /
Too Late Now / Without You
Producer: Michael Crittenden
BlackBeard
44:34
I recently bought a remaindered
copy of Paul Simon’s Lyrics
1964-2008 for £2. Maybe his
star has mightily fallen for this
book to be cheap but it was an
unexpected bargain and I’ve
been taken by the strength of his
opening lines. Time and again
he says something interesting
that gets you hooked: “Hello
darkness my old friend”, “Time
time time, See what’s become
of me”, “I am just a poor boy,
though my story’s seldom told”
and “The Mississippi Delta was
shining like a National guitar.”
It’s hard I know but straight
after reading these lines, I picked
up Ed Dupas’ new CD, A Good
American Life. He’s a younger
version of those intense and
serious troubadours from the
60s and so I wanted to see
how he would fit into my new
First Line Test. I put on the CD
and the opening track, the title
track as it happens, starts with
the words, “I wake up in the
morning, The alarm clock tells
me when.” He’s telling us that
he wakes up, has a coffee and

goes to work. Big deal. The song
is about an American factory
worker who thinks he has a free
life but he hasn’t really. Then Ed
Dupas moves onto American
servicemen separated from their
families. It’s okay but it is subSpringsteen with nothing new to
offer.
So to track 2. This starts,
“You left me here and let me
down”. He thinks that his former
girl is going to remember him
but should she? This is three
minutes of moanings and
bleatings. My advice in 2015 is to
share your problem on Facebook
and forget about the song.
Ed’s slurred diction makes
track 3 a little difficult to make out
but I think he sings, “For the last
one hour tonight, You could see
it across town, From the pool hall
to the pawn shop, the snow fell
to the ground.” The shops have
closed and folks are searching
for something, but what? Mind
you, he is living in Michigan so
maybe the song is about being
snowed in.
Flag is the second song about
being American “The flag goes
up as the sun goes down.” Bit
Steve Earle, bit Springsteen and
a lot of nothing.
The guitar chords at the start
of Home In Time even start like
Paul Simon: “You call me at the
station and you ask me to come
home.” Again, why does he want
to get home “in time”. In time for
what? What is the song about?
There is nothing wrong with
mystery about a song, but what’s
the point in telling us only part of
a story?
I could go through the whole
album but A Good American Life
is a bad American album. My
advice to Ed Dupas would be
find a remainder shop that has
a copy of Paul Simon’s Lyrics
1964-2008 and then to study it. If
he does, he may show a greater
display or maturity and originality
the next time round.
Spencer Leigh

OLD MAN LUEDECKE
Domestic Eccentric


Yodelady / The Girl In The Pearl
Earring / The Briar And The Rose
/ Brightest On The Heart / The
Early Days / Wait A While / Low
On The Hog / Real Wet Wood /
Old High Way Of Love / Chester
Boat Song / Now We Got A
Kitchen / Hate What I Say / Year
Of The Dragon / Happy Ever After
Producer: Old Man Luedecke,
Tim O’Brien, John D Southern
Adams
True North Records
45:33
Chris Luedecke is a Juno
award-winning Canadian singersongwriter and banjo player who
goes under the name Old Man
Luedecke. He isn’t particularly
old, but the assumed moniker
gives a clue to the retro roots
style in which he performs. His
latest album Domestic Eccentric
is, as the title suggests, largely
about aspects of home life with
the songs all written by Luedecke.
It was recorded in relaxed
circumstances at a cabin that he
built in the snowy woods around
Chester, Nova Scotia.
The majority of the album
is performed as a duo with
renowned US folk singer and
multi-instrumentalist Tim O’Brien.
O’Brien’s harmony vocals,
mandolin, fiddle and guitar is
the perfect foil to Luedecke’s
lead vocal and banjo. There
are occasional additional
contributions. Jennah Barry sings
on Briar And The Rose; Nick Hall

provides percussion and Samson
Grisman’s bass was overdubbed
later in Nashville.
The performance is relaxed
yet musically spot-on. Many of
the tracks are acoustic with a
traditional roots feel, but on Wait
A While and Happy Ever After, the
arrangements are spiced-up a little
with electric guitar. The domestic
themes in the songs are executed
with a mixture of humour, insight
and pathos. There are songs
about how quickly children grow,
navigating the difficulties of a
relationship, pride in domestic
attainment having to live modestly,
joys of boating and the importance
of recognising fallibility and
dispensing forgiveness. They are
mostly everyday themes, but given
an interesting angle and eloquent
interpretation.
Luedecke has found a variety of
different aspects for his domestic
theme and put together a strong
bunch of songs that are shown at
their best due to the input of Tim
O’Brien.
Michael Hingston
CMP

new releases

CDs

DAVE & PHIL ALVIN
Lost Time – Yep Roc
RICHARD DOBSON
Mankind Plus – Self-release
BRETT ELDREDGE
Illinois – Warner
TOBY KEIH 3
5 m.p.h. Town – Showdog Nashville
MAC MCANALLY
A.K.A. Nobody – Mailboat
ROD PICOTT
Fortune – Welding Rod
THOMAS RHETT
Tangled Up – Valory
STEEP CANYON RANGERS
Radio – Rounder
VARIOUS ARTISTS
40 Years Of Bear Family
Records – Bear Family
WEBB WILDER
Mississippi Moderne – Lasndslide
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CD Reviews classics + reissues
JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ
Rodriguez + Through My
Eyes


Down On The Rio Grande
/ Don’t Be Afraid To Say
Goodbye / When The
Honeymoon Ends / Fools For
Each Other / Driftin’ Away /
Mexico Holiday / Paid Vacation
/ Street Walker / Hand On My
Shoulder / I Give My Life A
Second Look / What’ll I Tell
Virginia / One Sided Love Affair
/ One Affair Later / Where Did
It Go / I’ll Go Back To Her /
One Two Three / You’ve Lost
That Lovin’ Feelin’ / Whatever
Gets Me Through The Night
/ Love Look At Us Now /
Welcome To Love
Producer: Billy Sherrill
Hux
1:06:30
One of the most crucial twofers in recent years was the
release on CD of Johnny
Rodriguez’s first couple of
albums from 1973 by Hux
a couple of years ago. It’s
no wonder that Rodriguez,
complete with his Donny
Osmond looks, took country
music by storm. They were,
and probably still are, the
template for how to make a
perfect country record.
Now there are two more
making their debut on CD from
Johnny Rod, but these are
from a few years later – 1979
and 1980 – and it shows.
The singer’s star had risen
very fast, and by the time of
these original releases he was
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still in his twenties, but the hits
had begun to slow down, and
after a run of 14 top ten hits
(and six #1s) his singles were
struggling to get into the Top
20. A change of label, from
Mercury to Epic, and a new
producer (Billy Sherrill) should
have revived his career, but
the chart placings continued
to slide. Listening to these
albums now it’s easy to see
why. Country music was
entering its “lost decade” and
even Nashville was taking
notice of the disco boom, as
proved by the final track here,
Welcome to Love. As much as
I love Johnny Rod, it’s pretty
dreadful. But we’re all wise
with hindsight.
Overall, it’s surprising just
how dated these albums sound
in comparison to his earlier
material which hasn’t aged
at all. The best of the two
is Rodriguez, for which the
singer wrote all but one of the
tracks – the south of the border
flavoured Mexico Holiday,
complete with Mariachi horns
so suited to Rodriguez’s
style – and I think even I
may have underestimated
him as a writer. Highlights for
me are Driftin’ Away, Don’t
Be Afraid to Say Goodbye,
When The Honeymoon Ends,
and I Give My Life A Second
Look, but I really struggled
with Paid Vacation and Street
Walker, even if it is semiautobiographical.
The Through My Eyes album
failed to make the album charts
when originally released but
did yield a couple of charting
singles: Bob McDill’s What’ll I
Tell Virginia (#19) and Mickey
Newbury’s Love, Look At Us
Now (#29). The album only
included three self-written
songs: One Affair Later, Where
Did It Go, and Welcome
To Love, which along with
Waylon’s I’ll Go Back To Her
are the best tracks here. As
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much as it pains me to say so,
I’m not sure that Billy Sherrill’s
decision to include a cover
of Len Barry’s 1, 2, 3 and the
Righteous Brothers’ You’ve
Lost That Loving Feeling was a
wise one and detracts from the
overall feel of the record.
These albums suffer from
being made when they were
made and aren’t anywhere
nearly as good as the
singer’s earlier work but still
contain enough to make them
worthwhile in any Johnny
Rodriguez fan’s collection.
Duncan Warwick

CHIP TAYLOR
Gasoline


Londonderry Company / Angel
Of The Morning / Home Again
/ Lady Lisa / Oh My Marie /
Gasoline / Lighting (Don’t Stay
Mad With Me) / Dirty Matthew /
You Didn’t Get Here Last Night
/ Swear To God, Your Honour
Producer: Chip Taylor
Floating World Records
34:56
This is a straight, budgetpriced reissue of Chip Taylor’s
first solo album from 1972.
We are given the lyrics and
recording details but no sleeve
notes and outtakes or bonus
tracks. The original sleeve of
the vinyl LP was poor: you
couldn’t make out Chip’s face
and reducing it for a CD cover
only makes it worse. The
packaging needs a workover
and some explanatory notes

from Chip himself.
Gasoline is a piece of history
in that it marks Chip Taylor’s
change from a songwriter
and group member (Gorgoni,
Martin, Taylor) to a solo career,
but his brilliant album, Chip
Taylor’s Last Chance (1974)
had much better production
and much better material and
knew how to deal with his
croaky voice.
With the exception of Home
Again, Chip wrote all the songs
and recorded them with a band
and string arrangements, but
they sound more like demos for
other performers. Chip’s song,
Angel Of The Morning, was
already on its way to becoming
a standard and although I like
this ultra-slow version, he has
done it better. Furthermore, I
think this is really a girl’s song,
although, having said that,
it would be perfect for Willie
Nelson.
The most enjoyable track
is Carole King’s Home Again,
which is enhanced by harmony
vocals from Tony Hicks of the
Hollies. Chip wrote their hit
I Can’t Let Go and Son Of A
Rotten Gambler. I don’t think
Chip ever does Londonderry
Company these days but it is a
song that is worth reviving.
What I remembered most
about this album was Swear
To God, Your Honour, which
would be very funny if it
wasn’t so distasteful. The
protagonist is a serial offender
in court for raping a young
groupie. He tells the judge,
pretty much to the tune of
Me And Bobby McGee, that
he is innocent while his
friends, who can verify his
story, are laughing behind
him. This is so non-PC today
and that it is unacceptable.
Furthermore, Gasoline is about
picking up a 15 year old. I
felt uncomfortable listening
to these tracks. If you collect
Chip Taylor, this is a good one

to have in your collection, but I
don’t think you will be playing it
very often.
Spencer Leigh

JIM REEVES
Songs Of Love +
Nashville ’78
 1/2

You’ll Never Know / Blue Skies
/ Oh What It Seemed To Be /
It’s No Sin / Moon River / You
Belong To Me / White Cliffs
Of Dover / That’s My Desire /
Moonlight And Roses (Bring
Mem’ries Of You) / Oh How
I Miss You Tonight / You’re
The Only Good Thing (That’s
Happened To Me) / Before I
Died / Little Ole Dime / There’s
A Heartache Following Me /
Dark Moon / Missing Angel /
Roses / Talking Walls / I Never
Pass There Anymore / There’s
A New Moon Over My Shoulder
Producer: Chet Atkins / Bud
Logan
Hux
51:36
I know people who only like the
really early recordings by Jim
Reeves. Back when he was a
proper hillbilly singer making
hardcore country records, preNashville Sound and worldwide
acclaim. I also know other
people who are so fanatical
about the late singer that
they could list the musicians
on practically every record
he ever made and debate for
hours the finer details of his
various recordings. Personally
I fall into another category

altogether. I appreciate that he
is one of the finest vocalists of
all time in any genre, I adore
his voice, but I am more of a
casual listener. I tend not to
choose to listen to Reeves
like I would Ray Price, Faron
Young or Buck Owens, or
many more for that matter, but
at the right time of night he
can certainly hit the spot. I do
however, wish that a lot of his
recordings were rather more
country and a little less easy
listening, and I’m a big fan of
easy listening!
I also have no problem
whatsoever with taking his
old vocal tracks and adding
new instrumentation. This
usually makes them a tad more
country, and that’s what the
two albums on this reissue
were all about. Songs Of Love
from 1975, and Nashville
’78 from, yep, 1978, were all
about satisfying the continuing
demand for the singer’s work
years after his death in 1964.
Alright, they’re still pretty
smooth, but I’d say that I
actually prefer the versions
here, especially the 1978
recordings with former Blue
Boys singer Bud Logan in
charge of the production.
Logan pushed the strings
more towards the background
and highlighted the piano,
fiddle and steel. Check out the
poignant Before I Died, or the
shuffle of Little Ole Dime and
you’ll see what I mean. That
said though, the more stripped
down tracks on Songs Of Love,
such as Moonlight And Roses
really show the songs in a
different light.
Reeves collectors will be
buying this no matter what,
but I’d say that anyone who
appreciates the voice but finds
the older recordings a bit syrupy
would be likely to enjoy this
more. Nashville ’78 might be my
favourite Reeves album of all.
Duncan Warwick

CONNIE SMITH
Downtown Country +
Connie In The Country
 1/2

Ride Ride Ride / Downtown
/ It’s Now Or Never / Born A
Woman / Everybody Loves
Somebody / Night Has A
Thousand Eyes / It’s Gonna
Rain Today / My Heart Has A
Mind Of Its Own / Hurtin’s All
Over / Your Mem’ry Comes
Along / It’ll Be Easy / My
Own Peculiar Way / Cry Cry
Cry / Foolin’ Around / World
Of Forgotten People / I’m
Little But I’m Loud / Slowly / I
Overlooked An Orchid (While
Searching For A Rose) /
A-Sleepin’ At The Foot Of The
Bed / You Ain’t Woman Enough
(To Take My Man) / Y’all Come
/ Love’s Gonna Live Here
Producer: Bob Ferguson
Hux
55:35
Connie Smith has recorded
a huge body of work over the
years and is without doubt one
of the finest female vocalists
ever to sing a country song.
This two-fer features two
albums originally released in
1967.
Downtown Country could
best be described as ‘Connie
Smith Goes MoR’. It’s mostly
a long way from her earlier
Bill Anderson-penned hits as
Connie goes for lush strings
and popular songs of the day.
Taking its title from the Petula
Clark hit Downtown, a song
I’ve always hated, Downtown

Country also includes
completely unnecessary covers
of Bobby Vee’s The Night
Has A Thousand Eyes and
Dean Martin’s masterpiece
Everybody Loves Somebody.
Her take on It’s Now Or
Never is different enough to
make it interesting though,
and while some of the twee
arrangements and backing
vocals don’t do the recordings
any favours there are still
many gems to be found away
from the obvious cross-over
tunes. Born A Woman, It’s
Gonna Rain Today, Hurtin’s
All Over and It’ll Be Me are
all wonderful, while My Heart
Has A Mind Of Its Own has
the unmistakeable stamp of
Connie Smith all over it.
Connie In The Country
was apparently originally
released on RCA’s budget
Camden imprint more usually
associated with reissues of
older catalogue material (and
cheapo LPs in Woolworths),
and consisted of Smith
covering the likes of Little
Jimmy Dickens, Webb Pierce
and Buck Owens material with
the exception of Cry Cry Cry,
a new song by Shirley Wood,
which peaked at #20 on the
Billboard Country Singles
Chart.
It’s certainly more country
than Downtown Country, but
I’m not sure I actually preferred
it, even allowing for my hatred
of Downtown, and if you could
have any singer covering some
classic country songs Connie
Smith would be it, but I’d still
rather have the originals.
You can never have too
much Connie Smith in your
collection, and I’m delighted to
see that Hux have made these
available but they’re nowhere
near as essential as most of
her other work from the period
in my opinion.
Duncan Warwick
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